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What Is Reception History? In other words, reception history explores all the different ways that people have
received, appropriated, and used biblical texts throughout history. Scholars have long been interested in later
interpretations of the biblical text. They would look to learned Jewish sources such as the Talmud , famous
rabbinic exegetes and various midrashim, and professional Christian interpreters such as Origen, Augustine,
and John Calvin to understand how biblical texts developed new meanings and uses in later contexts. This
practice eventually developed into broader studies of cultural appropriations, now known as reception history,
and includes in its purview political uses, artistic renditions, literary retellings, musical, dramatic, and film
adaptations of biblical texts, and much more. Reception history is often contrasted to the practice of biblical
criticism â€”the work of discerning the original text of the Bibleâ€”and the attempt to understand what biblical
texts originally meant to their authors and audiences in the ancient world. This work involves ancient literary
conventions as well as broader political, economic, and cultural forces that existed when the texts were
produced. For example, a scholar doing biblical criticism would deny that the serpent in Gen 3 is the devil, as
the ancient Israelites did not seem to believe in a particular embodiment of cosmic evil. In addition, the
narrator makes no judgment about the serpent. A reception scholar, however, might take interest in the
perception of the serpent as an embodiment of evil and would identify the interpretive twists and turns that led
to this reading, whether the original text and times would have endorsed the notion. A reception historian
might first look at the Second Temple â€”era Jewish books of Sirach, 1 Enoch, Life of Adam and Eve, and
Wisdom of Solomon , which clearly interpret the serpent in Gen 3 as an evil figure. The receiving and altering
of earlier traditions is present in the pages of the Bible itself! At the time of their composition, a larger shift in
Jewish thought led to belief in a system of spiritual forces of both good and evil that interacted with the human
and material realm. After the end of the Second Temple period in the late first century C. Though this
interpretation did not significantly influence Jewish and Christian traditions, it is nevertheless a part of the
reception history of Gen 3. Another part of the reception history of Gen 3 is the prominent motif in medieval
Western Christian art that depicts the serpent with a female human head, which is just one aspect of a long
tradition of misogynistic uses of Gen 3. Thinkers such as Augustine argued that Satan chose to tempt Eve
because, in his view, women were naturally less intelligent than men. Peter Comestor, a French theologian in
the 12th century C. Even today, contemporary advertising often uses images of snakes wrapped around nude
women to sell luxury items, playing off the identification of Eve with the tempter. Researching these
connections and tracing their developments is an important part of reception history. All of these avenues of
research, and many more, would be included in the practice of reception history. Is there a cut-off point where
biblical criticism ends and reception history of the Bible begins? Though some reception historians begin their
studies in late antiquity mid-third century C. Scholars used to think that there were original texts of every
biblical book, and so reception historians would research everything that came after the completion of the
original text. But we know better now: There were even different versions of the same biblical books
circulating during the Second Temple period! If there were at least three very different versions of the book of
Daniel that Jewish groups were using in the year 50 C. Where would one draw the line between original texts
and receptions? This is a tricky question and one that is still the subject of debate Regardless of where
reception of biblical texts actually begins, one thing is clear: Reception history can help us see the connections
between earlier interpretations of biblical texts and later readings, and it can explain why people have read it in
millions of different ways throughout history. Much of his research focuses on the reception history of the
Bible, which studies the ways in which biblical texts function in diverse contexts in liturgy, theology, visual
art, literature, and politics.
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University of Pittsburgh Press, Reviewed by Robert F. Gleckner Christopher Hill, a sort of presiding deus in
this book as well as, apparently, an early reader of its manuscript version , was right: And what little she does
say of Miltonâ€”or, more accurately, the uses to which she puts Milton in pursuit of her thesisâ€”are
symptomatic of problems that permeate the entire fabric of the book. If it were excised, the thesis would
remain intact. Yet, the very anonymity of the passage so to speak is what bothers me. But let me leave that
large question aside for a moment in order to address another that is related to the interesting near-absence of
Milton in this book. It is an interesting thesis, surely worth investigating and writing about. And since the Zoas
was never put in final form, what impact does that fact which DiSalvo ignores have on the idea that Blake was
rewriting Paradise Lost? Does it, for example, force us to see Blake as another Collins? Or to see him as a
defeated ephebe? And, if The Four Zoas is Paradise Lost and presumably, though she does not quite come out
and say so Jerusalem is Paradise Regained, what does that patterning do to Milton which is surely no Samson
Agonistesâ€”or is it? Complicating whatever answers we might make to these questions or whatever
additional questions we might generate from these are the implications to DiSalvo of linking The Four Zoas
closely to Paradise Lost. One must wonder, in light of that conclusion, what Blake might have written instead
of The Four Zoas had he known what history, anthropology, comparative mythologyâ€”and DiSalvoâ€”were
later to reveal. Probably a manifesto slouching toward Bethlehem to be born. After the fall of these ancient
civilizations, new developments would produce in turn feudalism, capitalism, and, presumably, socialism. The
book proper opens, perhaps predictably, with other straw men, those who as read by DiSalvo deny the political
significance of Paradise Lost. It is, of course, a goodly unvisionary if unnamed company. But I started out by
arguing, in effect, that whatever the ideological pudding, the proof of illumination must be in it, as well as
evidence of an honest tasting. DiSalvo is not always scrupulous about either, and I shall close this review by
citing some of many unproofs and questionable tastingsâ€”for the most part without comment since they
speak for themselves. In The Four Zoas It seems that there are class biases and then there are class biases
depending upon which class bias the perception derives from. No other human is credited with perceiving
these effects. Three pages later something similar occurs. Indeed the Zoas needs to be opened to virtually each
passage she cites in support of her thesis. It is no doubt unnecessary for me to conclude by saying that this is a
provocative book. But hostile reader or no, any reader who cares for what Blake wrote ought to be provoked to
irritation by biased handling of the evidenceâ€”in both Blake and Milton. The fact that it stands very well on
its own says something about the superstructure the other chapters form.
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John Milton More radical implications could, however, be found there. The metaphysical delusions that
ascribe the truth to transcendent realms remove it from the reach of ordinary people. Blake brings heavenly
inspiration back down to earth in order to democratise it and locate its prophetic impulse in the political clarity
of the common man. Prophecy becomes the understanding of the ways of history by those who have no reason
to distort. On this simple peg, William Blake will rest his harp. Does he who condemns poverty, and he who
turns with abhorrence From usury: How can the giver of gifts experience the delights of the merchant? How
the industrious citizen the pains of the husbandman. How different far the fat fed hireling with hollow drum;
Who buys whole corn fields into waste, and sings upon the heath: How different their eye and ear! For the
hireling, it is just a piece of real estate, and its human families are only so many rents. State Religion The
English parson provides an apt symbol of the process by which exploitation is defended and mystified. With
rare exceptions, such preachers would, in return, urge upon their parishioners belief in a divine sanction for the
status quo. Blake uses the image of the Whore as the embodiment of a State Religion that sanctions
imperialism, violence, and political oppression at home: Where Milton draws a line between true and false
religion, Blake finds a line between classes. Thus Blake alleges in The Everlasting Gospel that the respectable
tend to remould Christ in their own image. His critique of culture must reflect at least in part the difficulties,
described by David Erdman, that he had in pursuing prophetic art. Blake views Milton, therefore, as a
prophetic poet who, like Los, had become assimilated to Urizen. Blake appreciated Milton as a visionary poet
and a revolutionary one, but repudiated the bias and limits of his revolution. Milton may have espoused a
poetry of intellectual battle, but his polemic was double-edged, directed not only against the forces of
feudalism and its Presbyterian compromisers, but also against the extreme left in which Blake found his own
roots. By the nineteenth century, they had evolved into the politics of complete hypocrisy, the classical
liberalism of the political economists. The time had come for a new prophet. Middle-class sobriety exerted
little influence on those either above or below them. Rattray Taylor, it was during the years when Blake was
writing his prophecies, from to , that this situation began to undergo drastic change, and the pall of bourgeois
morality spread over the entire culture. The Protestant ethic had originally evolved as the expression of a life
style conforming to the interests of the bourgeoisie. Blake viewed with horror this encroachment of bourgeois
attitudes upon the working class â€” attitudes which threatened to turn a generation of chimney sweepers into
their own worst enemies. The difference was one of perspective here too. As a child of the bourgeoisie,
Milton, critical thinker though he was, did not challenge its fundamental premise â€” class society itself.
Raising all his profound questions within these constraints, he could only describe a fall which was a universal
double bind requiring divine salvation. Blake, on the other hand, watching the intrusion of the bourgeois world
view from the quite different perspective of a working-class culture, could see that fall as a historical
development, could challenge its assumptions and prophesy its end. The relationship between labour and
capital would not have been just a theoretical abstraction, for him; workers saw factories replace their little
workshops and large estates their farms, observed their bosses moving into larger and larger establishments as
a result of their toil, while they suffered in poverty. For the same reason, Marx could elaborate a whole social
analysis on the growing power of capital because he saw it changing everything â€” environment, ideas,
people themselves â€” and not as a fait accompli. When Milton first articulated the attitudes of the rising
middle class, it was not at all clear what their dominance would imply. For Blake, watching the process from a
different historical vantage point, its implications were becoming terrifyingly obvious. More often, they are
the articulators of insights which have only circulated within a subculture for which they finally win
recognition. His roots lie in a long underground tradition of radical Christianity in the leftist and working-class
communities of London. Milton remains alive to us because we, like Blake, are still wrestling with his legacy,
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still battering against its obstacles and building upon its foundations. There are traditions that have only a past,
and there are traditions that have a future. Ironically, it was T. Blake intensifies our awareness of its
contradictions and redirects our sympathies. To read the full book please click here.
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Her career began splendidly. She was the youngest poet featured in the first Penguin Modern Poets volume
By age thirty, Jennings was a celebrated writer. In the great expansion of universities and literary publishing
following World War II, her Movement peers gained academic appointments, lucrative book deals, and critical
esteem. Her fame as a Movement poet proved a dead end. Deeper than politics, however, were two
fundamental differences between Jennings and her peers. There were also personal impediments to her
continued success. Physically and emotionally frail, Jennings was not able to sustain a practical career. She
lacked the temperament for any employment but poetry. She drifted between failed jobs and impossible
lovers. She was hospitalized for mental illness. The sorrows of poets are legion, and their failures
commonplace. Why does the case of Elizabeth Jennings deserve special consideration? Despite her worldly
failures, her artistic career was a steady course of achievement. Jennings ranks among the finest British poets
of the second half of the twentieth century. Jennings was a writer of prodigious productivity. She published
twenty-seven collections of verse and a half-dozen critical volumes. Her reputation would be larger had she
published less. Few scholars have come to terms with the intimidating scale of her oeuvre. Her posthumous
Collected Poems , edited by Emma Mason, contains more than 1, poems, and it did not reprint everything. Her
huge corpus is uneven. How could it not be? The early work is stronger and more consistent, but she wrote
superb poems at every stage of her career, if one has the stamina to find them. There is an urgent need for a
new selected volume of her verse. Jennings always had a few champions among fellow poets. Although
mocked by the press and neglected by scholars, Jennings enjoyed a popular readership in the U. Her Selected
Poems sold more than 50, copies. Her poems became A-level texts for secondary schools. Jennings was born
in Boston, Lincolnshire, in , the younger daughter of a doctor who served as county medical officer. When she
was six, the family moved to Oxford, where the poet would remain for nearly all of the next seventy years.
Jennings attended a Catholic primary school and then entered Oxford High School. From to she studied
English at St. These were happier times, as Jennings pursued poetry and boys pursued her. Her literary talent
was recognized by other Oxford poets, such as Larkin and Amis, whom critics would soon group with her in
The Movement. After graduation, she followed an older man, who had been a Japanese prisoner of war, to
London, where she worked as a copywriter. Both the job and her engagement soon ended. The disappointed
Jennings returned to Oxford, where she found a position at the city library. Neither jobs nor love affairs
proved long-lasting. In , however, the Maugham prize required Jennings to spend three months abroad. Her
time in Italy not only inspired some of her most radiant poetry, but also revitalized her Catholic faith. Her
religious upbringing had left her tormented with guilt. Now in the historical center of Catholicism, she
experienced her faith as a joyful presence in the churches and art. Rome also enlarged her artistic
visionâ€”supplementing her vivid sensory imagination with a metaphysical dimension. The strain led to a
physical and emotional collapse. Jennings resolved to make her living as a freelance writer. Money troubles
soon followed. Her elderly parents moved from Oxford. Another romantic relationship ended. Jennings made
a series of suicide attempts. Calmed with drugs, she was placed in psychotherapy, a process that she found
painful and unproductive. She was also shocked by the suffering of her fellow patients, whose private
infirmities were not easily cured in that era of electroconvulsive therapy, Freudian analysis, and heavy
medication. As in their work, collapse, confinement, and rehabilitation became subjects for poetry. It was
characteristic that her poems attended to the plight of other patients as much as to her own dire predicament.
The woman who emerged from St. Her youth was over, and her resources drained. She would never marry nor
enjoy a reliable source of income. Her life would be plagued by recurring penury, loneliness, alcoholism, and
depression. Jennings published nearly two dozen more collections of verse. The agony and humiliation of her
breakdown also changed her work. Not only did her language and meter relax, her perspective shifted. The
first and less effective way is to describe the particular qualities of the work. I feel I could be buried twice And
still the death not yet be done. I feel I could be turned to fire If there can be no end to this. I know within me
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such desire No kiss could satisfy, no kiss. The strict form feels less like an abstract framework than a cauldron
barely able to contain its scalding emotions. The paradoxical combination of ice and fire imagery goes back at
least as far as Petrarch. Christianity was not a secondary concern to Jennings. Jennings places herself directly
in each scene as an observerâ€”in a manner similar to Ignatian meditationâ€”and experiences the mysteries in
human terms. Written in her signature form, rhymed quatrains, it begins: I was the one who waited in the
garden Doubting the morning and the early light. I watched the mist lift off its own soft burden, Permitting not
believing my own sight. If there were sudden noises I dismissed Them as a trick of sound, a sleight of hand.
Not by a natural joy could I be blessed Or trust a thing I could not understand. Eliot and Wallace Stevens. The
poet-saints of the Spanish baroque, Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross, held a special fascination for her.
Jennings, however, lacked the rare capacity for mystical experience. Her mind was too analytical and
self-conscious to extinguish itself in wordless union with the divine. Hungering for deep connection with the
divine, Jennings shaped her poetry into a medium that could approximate, if not quite realize, mystical
transcendence. Her writing, however, assumed the role of a spiritual missionâ€”simultaneously a form of
contemplation, prayer, and praise. Twentieth-century British Catholic literature is an odd and lopsided affair.
The novelists stand at the center of the modern tradition. Tolkien are canonic authors. By contrast, the poets
constitute a motley group of outsiders and eccentrics. Aside from a common creed, the poets have no group
identity. They shared no aesthetic or cultural vision. Their styles ranged from traditional Chesterton and Noyes
to experimental Jones and Sitwell. Their temperaments included the romantic Noyes , realist Sassoon ,
academic Levi , visionary Jones , and satiric Belloc. For many, poetry was a secondary medium. Chesterton
and Belloc were primarily prose authors, though their verse was masterful. Jones was a painter. Brown was a
novelist and playwright. What modern British Catholic poets mostly had in common was that they were
converts, full of the special zeal and combative energy of Roman arrivistes. Some were late-life celebrity
converts. Sitwell was baptized at sixty-seven; Sassoon at seventy-one. Barker, Levi, and Belloc were products
of international marriages. Belloc was born in France to an English mother and a French painter. Levi was the
son of a Sephardic merchant from Istanbul and an English Catholic mother. He spent twenty-nine years as a
Jesuit before leaving the priesthood to marry. Half-Irish Barker left the Church early, professed atheism, and
practiced free love fathering fifteen children by four women.
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Paradise Lost Abandoning his earlier plan to compose an epic on Arthur, Milton instead turned to biblical
subject matter and to a Christian idea of heroism. Among these conventions is a focus on the elevated subjects
of war, love, and heroism. In Book 6 Milton describes the battle between the good and evil angels; the defeat
of the latter results in their expulsion from heaven. In the battle, the Son Jesus Christ is invincible in his
onslaught against Satan and his cohorts. Though his role as saviour of fallen humankind is not enacted in the
epic, Adam and Eve before their expulsion from Eden learn of the future redemptive ministry of Jesus, the
exemplary gesture of self-sacrificing love. Their strength and skills on the battlefield and their acquisition of
the spoils of war also issue from hate, anger, revenge, greed, and covetousness. If Classical epics deem their
protagonists heroic for their extreme passions, even vices, the Son in Paradise Lost exemplifies Christian
heroism both through his meekness and magnanimity and through his patience and fortitude. Like many
Classical epics, Paradise Lost invokes a muse, whom Milton identifies at the outset of the poem: This muse is
the Judaeo-Christian Godhead. Citing manifestations of the Godhead atop Horeb and Sinai , Milton seeks
inspiration comparable to that visited upon Moses , to whom is ascribed the composition of the book of
Genesis. Much as Moses was inspired to recount what he did not witness, so also Milton seeks inspiration to
write about biblical events. Likewise, Milton seeks inspiration to enable him to envision and narrate events to
which he and all human beings are blind unless chosen for enlightenment by the Godhead. He avers that his
work will supersede these predecessors and will accomplish what has not yet been achieved: Paradise Lost
also directly invokes Classical epics by beginning its action in medias res. Book 1 recounts the aftermath of
the war in heaven, which is described only later, in Book 6. At the outset of the epic, the consequences of the
loss of the war include the expulsion of the fallen angels from heaven and their descent into hell , a place of
infernal torment. With the punishment of the fallen angels having been described early in the epic, Milton in
later books recounts how and why their disobedience occurred. By examining the sinfulness of Satan in
thought and in deed, Milton positions this part of his narrative close to the temptation of Eve. This
arrangement enables Milton to highlight how and why Satan, who inhabits a serpent to seduce Eve in Book 9,
induces in her the inordinate pride that brought about his own downfall. Satan arouses in Eve a comparable
state of mind, which is enacted in her partaking of the forbidden fruit, an act of disobedience. In the Classical
tradition, Typhon , who revolted against Jove , was driven down to earth by a thunderbolt, incarcerated under
Mount Etna in Sicily , and tormented by the fire of this active volcano. Accommodating this Classical
analogue to his Christian perception, Milton renders hell chiefly according to biblical accounts, most notably
the book of Revelation. Throughout Paradise Lost Milton uses a grand style aptly suited to the elevated subject
matter and tone. By composing his biblical epic in this measure, he invites comparison with works by
Classical forebears. Without using punctuation at the end of many verses, Milton also creates voluble units of
rhythm and sense that go well beyond the limitations he perceived in rhymed verse. Milton also employs other
elements of a grand style, most notably epic similes. Milton tends to add one comparison after another, each
one protracted. Paradise Lost is ultimately not only about the downfall of Adam and Eve but also about the
clash between Satan and the Son. In many ways Satan is heroic when compared to such Classical prototypes
as Achilles, Odysseus , and Aeneas and to similar protagonists in medieval and Renaissance epics. In sum, his
traits reflect theirs. But Milton composed a biblical epic in order to debunk Classical heroism and to extol
Christian heroism, exemplified by the Son. Notwithstanding his victory in the battle against the fallen angels,
the Son is more heroic because he is willing to undergo voluntary humiliation, a sign of his consummate love
for humankind. He foreknows that he will become incarnate in order to suffer death, a selfless act whereby
humankind will be redeemed. Such hope and opportunity enable humankind to cooperate with the Godhead so
as to defeat Satan, avoid damnation, overcome death, and ascend heavenward. Paradise Regained, a brief epic
in four books, was followed by Samson Agonistes, a dramatic poem not intended for the stage. One story of
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the composition of Paradise Regained derives from Thomas Ellwood, a Quaker who read to the blind Milton
and was tutored by him. Ellwood recounts that Milton gave him the manuscript of Paradise Lost for
examination, and, upon returning it to the poet, who was then residing at Chalfont St. Giles, Ellwood records
that Milton showed him the manuscript of the brief epic and remarked: The Newberry Library, Gift of Helen
Swift Neilson, Paradise Regained hearkens back to the Book of Job , whose principal character is tempted by
Satan to forgo his faith in God and to cease exercising patience and fortitude in the midst of ongoing and
ever-increasing adversity. Less sensational than that of Classical protagonists and not requiring military action
for its manifestation , Christian heroism is a continuous reaffirmation of faith in God and is manifested in
renewed prayer for patience and fortitude to endure and surmount adversities. Satan as the tempter in Paradise
Regained fails in his unceasing endeavours to subvert Jesus by various means in the wilderness. As powerful
as the temptations may be, the sophistry that accompanies them is even more insidious. With clarity and
cogency, Jesus rebuts any and all arguments by using recta ratio, always informed by faith in God, his father.
Though Paradise Regained lacks the vast scope of Paradise Lost, it fulfills its purpose admirably by pursuing
the idea of Christian heroism as a state of mind. More so than Paradise Lost, it dramatizes the inner workings
of the mind of Jesus, his perception, and the interplay of faith and reason in his debates with Satan. When
Jesus finally dismisses the tempter at the end of the work, the reader recognizes that the encounters in Paradise
Regained reflect a high degree of psychological verisimilitude.
6: What Is Reception History?
Setting a reading intention helps you organise your reading. You can filter on reading intentions from the list, as well as
view them within your profile.. Read the guide Ã—.

7: C. A. Patrides - Wikipedia
The religious views of John Milton influenced many of his works focusing on the nature of religion and of the divine. He
differed in important ways from the Calvinism with which he is associated, particularly concerning the doctrines of grace
and predestination.

8: Religious views of John Milton - Wikipedia
- Milton's Treatise for the Christian Soldier in Paradise Lost While the War in Heaven, presented in Book VI of John
Milton's Paradise Lost, operates as a refutation of the concept of glory associated with the epic tradition, the episode
also serves a major theological purpose.

9: Paradise Lost: Introduction
It is clear that Milton in one sense is following directly in the footsteps of the writers of other epic classics, such as
Homer, in the way that he mirrors so many of the conventions of epic authors.
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